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TAKE
THE
FIELD
At play on New York City’s
Randall’s Island

BLOOD RUN

Tribes talk, Brenda Williams listens

STACK IT UP

A new wetland park overcomes
layers of challenge

JAMES ROSE

Inside the mind of a brilliant outsider

THE MAGAZINE OF THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

BLOOD RUN CREEK

Historic and traditional
accounts locate Ioway,
Otoe, and Omaha
villages near this
stream in Iowa.
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EARS
TO
THE
GROUND
THREE HUNDRED YEARS AGO,
BLOOD RUN WAS A HUB OF THE
GREAT PLAINS. THE LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT BRENDA WILLIAMS IS
HELPING GUIDE TRIBAL EFFORTS
TO PROTECT WHAT’S LEFT,
MOSTLY BY LISTENING.
BY TIMOTHY A. SCHULER

O

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LOUISE JOHNS

N A COLD, BLUSTERY MORNING

last November, I followed an abandoned
railroad grade to the South Dakota and
Iowa state line. I had two maps in front
of me—one an annotated paper printout,
a collage of colors and lines overlaid on an old
topo map, and the other Google Maps, open on
my phone, my blue dot tacking southwest. I wasn’t
lost. I was on a trail that did not yet exist.
The route, unmarked and at points choked by
trees, had been outlined to me a few days earlier by
Brenda Williams, ASLA, a landscape architect and
director of preservation planning at Quinn Evans
Architects in Madison, Wisconsin. Williams had
recently led the development of a master plan
for this area, an important but not widely known
archaeological site known as Blood Run. The old
railway was the proposed arrival sequence.
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ABOVE

Blood Run carves
a course through
a landscape of
low terraces.
OPPOSITE

Randy Teboe (second
from left) walks the
future state park with
Brenda Williams, ASLA,
(foreground) and tribal
representatives.

Typically, the few visitors who came to Blood Run,
which became a National Historic Landmark in
1970, parked at the top of a bluff and followed a
path down to the Big Sioux River, the state border.
But Williams had been explicit: Take the railroad
grade. Rather than start high, Williams wanted
visitors to begin in the valley, to park and walk
along the creek that gives the area its name before
reaching the earthen mounds that are some of
the site’s more visible cultural and historic remnants. It was, in part, a practical decision: The
abandoned railroad provided a level path all the
way from the main road to the mound grouping.
But mostly it was about being immersed in the
place, bringing people into the site with as few
visual intrusions as possible, as few opportunities
to break the spell.
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B
RIGHT

An outcropping of Sioux
quartzite at Gitchie
Manitou State Preserve
north of Blood Run.

LOOD RUN has gone by many names
over the years. A Sioux Falls physician,
Frederick W. Pettigrew, called it the Silent
City. The Omaha people called it Xe (pronounced
breathily like khay), or the place “where something
is buried.” It is unclear when or why it became
known as Blood Run. Some think the name comes
from the area’s ubiquitous pink Sioux quartzite,
which could have turned the creek’s water red;
another theory is that Blood was a surname. What
is generally agreed upon is that Blood Run was
not, as the name might suggest, a massacre site.
Rather, it was a place of peace.
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Blood Run is the largest and best-preserved historic site associated with what archaeologists call the
Oneota cultural tradition, which is characterized
by a style of shell-flecked pottery, though the term
generally is not used by members of the many
tribal nations—including the Ioway, Omaha,
Ponca, Otoe, Missouria, Winnebago, Osage, and
Kansa—that maintain ancestral connections to
the area. According to tribal histories and archaeological evidence, the area once supported as many
DOLLY HOLMES, TOP LEFT; QUINN EVANS ARCHITECTS, BOTTOM RIGHT

To American tourists used to the grandeur of
Yellowstone or Yosemite, the landscape at Blood
Run may seem unremarkable: gentle bluffs covered in prairie grass, occasional stands of box
elders and oaks, and, near the river, an old, stone
farmstead, sunken in like a piece of rotted fruit.
But as one member of the Iowa Tribe of Kansas
and Nebraska put it, “Even commonplace landscapes can have mythic importance. Blood Run
is such a place.”

IOWA BLOOD RUN RECOMMENDED LANDSCAPE TREATMENT MASTER PLAN

LEGEND
STUDY AREA BOUNDARY
PRESERVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES
RESTORE PRAIRIE/SAVANNA
CREATE BIORESERVE
PROVIDE DEMONSTRATION/ED. ZONE
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE OWNED PROPERTY
LOW IMPACT CAMPING
MAINTENANCE/ADMINISTRATIVE
PRESERVE WOODLAND VEGETATION
PROVIDE VEHICULAR ACCESS
EXISTING BUILDINGS
RIVER/STREAM/LAKE
EXISTING ROADS
PROPOSED PRIMARY TRAIL
PROPOSED SENSITIVE RESOURCE TRAIL
PROPOSED SECONDARY TRAIL
PROPOSED VISITOR AMENITIES
PROPOSED DAY USE AREA
PROPOSED SACRED ACTIVITIES AREA
EUROPEAN/AMERICAN HISTORY SITE
PROPOSED OVERLOOK
PROPOSED OVERLOOK WITH POSSIBLE
OBSERVATION PLATFORM
PRIMARY RIVER CROSSING
POTENTIAL FUTURE RIVER CROSSING

QUINN EVANS ARCHITECTS

CANOE/KAYAK LAUNCH
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1889 LEWIS SURVEY (REDRAWN)

TOP LEFT

In 1889, T. H. Lewis
mapped more than
150 earthen mounds
on the Iowa side of
the Blood Run site.

as 10,000 people. It was inhabited continuously
from AD 1500 to 1714, a cultural and economic
hub contemporaneous with the formation of the
American colonies. Blood Run had barely even
been established when Christopher Columbus
mistook the Bahamas for the East Indies.

and songs. Randy Teboe, who until recently served
as the director of cultural affairs for the Ponca Tribe
of Nebraska, describes the city as a refuge, far from
the conflicts erupting on the East Coast. Here,
tribes built alliances that were called upon as they
were driven from their homelands.

People from across the continent made stops here,
trading pottery and later European goods for catlinite, a soft, red stone quarried some 50 miles to
the north at what is now Pipestone National Monument in Minnesota. Tribes also traded ceremonies

Today, there is little hint of that refuge. By the
middle of the 20th century, 200 years of European
settlement had nearly erased this one-time city. Of
what had been hundreds of mounds, built for burial
and ceremonial purposes, just 68 remained.

TOP RIGHT

Martin Johnson in
front of his homestead
in 1938. The Johnson
property was
purchased by the state
of Iowa in 1987.
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IOWA OFFICE OF THE STATE ARCHAEOLOGIST, LEFT; STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA, CHARLES R. KEYES ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTION, RIGHT

N

IOWA OFFICE OF THE STATE ARCHAEOLOGIST

PETTIGREW’S 1889 MAP OF MOUNDS AND STONE CIRCLES

In 1988, the governors of Iowa and South Dakota
announced their intention to turn Blood Run
into a bistate park. It would be a first for the
United States, and a signature project of their
administrations. Soon after, a bistate committee
was formed to begin the planning process. In
the decades since, both states have made significant progress toward that vision, though at
significantly different paces. South Dakota, after
acquiring 650 acres, designated its half of the
site as Good Earth State Park in 2013 and in May
dedicated a new visitor center. Across the river,
Iowa owns just 183 acres. There are no facilities
or campgrounds, just a mowed-grass path and a
small metal sign.

That the two states find themselves at such different stages is a result of politics and funding, but
also a difference in approach. For years, South
Dakota’s efforts were embroiled in conflict between
the state and its tribal consultants (formal representatives from those tribes with ancestral ties to the
site), due in part to the pace of construction. The
landscape bears the imprint of this rift. In South
Dakota, new gravel paths trace the contour of the
river bluff but are cut off from Blood Run’s most
significant resources. Visitors in Iowa, meanwhile,
have no access to the areas of highest elevation,
places that, for tribal members, hold particular
spiritual significance. Today, rather than a truly
borderless, jointly managed bistate park, Blood
Run is two distinct halves of a historical whole.

ABOVE

Another 1889 map,
by Frederick W.
Pettigrew, noted the
existence of more than
275 mounds along
the Big Sioux River.
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RENDA WILLIAMS works out of a small
upstairs office in her house in Madison.
She is midwestern to a tee, polite and selfeffacing. She makes her own mustard. She has
a husband, a son, and two cats, Sky and Moku (a
reference to mokume gane, a Japanese method of
metalworking), which wander in and out of her
office. She is known for having, in the words of
one tribal representative, the “patience of Job.”

tural landscape master plan for its portion of
the Blood Run site. By then, a series of conflicts
and disagreements had left many of the tribal
consultants distrustful of South Dakota’s state
officials. Lance Foster, the tribal historic preservation officer, or THPO, for the Iowa Tribe of Kansas
and Nebraska, was one of them. Foster lives in
White Cloud, Kansas, and works out of his tribe’s
government offices, a collection of red-brick buildings plopped onto the rural landscape. He’s a bear
In 2015, the Iowa Department of Natural Re- of a man, but more teddy than grizzly. In overalls
sources (IDNR) hired Williams to develop a cul- and a short-sleeved, button-up shirt, he looks as
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if he’s been farming this corner of Kansas for his entire life.
In fact, Foster is trained as an
anthropologist, an artist, and
a landscape architect. Before
he moved to White Cloud, he
taught painting, drawing, and
archaeology at the University of
Montana and published The Indians of Iowa, an overview of the
dozens of tribes that once called
the state home. It was Foster
who wrote, in American Indian Places: A Historical Guidebook, that commonplace landscapes like
Blood Run can have “mythic importance.”
Foster consulted on both South Dakota’s and Iowa’s master plans. He says South Dakota’s officials
presented the tribes with a mostly formed master
plan and only then solicited comment. They also
pursued a project schedule that did not allow
for the customary consultation between a tribal
consultant and his or her tribal council. “South
Dakota had directions from their governor to

rush ahead and get things done,
which wasn’t always on a native
timescale,” Foster says wryly.
At one point, after a prominent
South Dakota businessman
questioned the importance of tribal involvement,
Foster withdrew from the planning process.
Marisa Miakonda Cummings, an Omaha tribe
member who has served as an official and unofficial
consultant to both states, says the process was so
“ugly” and disrespectful of her tribe that she threatened to organize a protest and shut down the entire
project. “In our language, we have a word; it means,
‘They have no ears.’ They don’t listen,” Cummings
says. “And that’s what was happening.”
In 2015, when those same tribe members were
asked to attend a meeting for Iowa’s master plan,
Cummings says she expected more of the same.
“We were called to a meeting, and Brenda and her
husband are there. And bless Brenda’s heart, we
were just at her throat. Like, ‘What are you trying
to give us? Show us whatever you’re trying to ↘

TOP LEFT

Ancient peoples
ground shallow pits,
or cupmarks, into this
granite boulder.
TOP RIGHT

Brenda Williams
at Blood Run in
spring 2017.
OPPOSITE

Williams walks the
railroad grade,
the park’s proposed
arrival sequence.
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HISTORIC PERIOD PLAN (C. 1500–1714)

LEGEND
STUDY AREA
RIDGELINE
HIGH POINT
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF RIVER

(BASED ON CURRENT CONDITIONS)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF STREAM

(BASED ON CURRENT CONDITIONS)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF MID
TO TALLGRASS PRAIRIE
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF WOODLAND
ON NORTH AND EARTH FACING SLOPES
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF FLOODPLAIN
VEGETATION INCLUDING RIPARIAN
WOODLANDS AND AREAS OF CULTIVATION
VILLAGE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
VILLAGE/MOUND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
MOUND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
INDIVIDUAL MOUND OR ENCLOSURE
ENCLOSURE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
PITTED BOULDER
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE WITH LATE
WOODLAND PERIOD AFFILIATION

APPROXIMATE LOCATION
OF 1889 LEWIS SURVEY
SHOWN ON PAGE 104.

N
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→ do,’” Cummings recalls. (Williams’s husband, Dan

nity to learn from South Dakota’s missteps. Iowa
also has a history of successful tribal engagement.
In the 1970s, battles between archaeologists and
indigenous rights activists led to the passage
of the Iowa Burials Protection Act of 1976, the
first U.S. law to specifically protect indigenous
peoples’ remains. That law was a precursor to the
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or NAGPRA. “They have really led the
That posture, Cummings says, “created this en- way,” Foster says of the state.
tirely different dialogue about what would we really want? We want to educate people. We want to At Blood Run, IDNR wanted the engagement
show them all of our biodiversity. We want to show process to guide the master plan and was even
that we weren’t roaming around just chasing a buf- willing to relinquish the idea of a bistate park.
falo with a spear, but that we were agriculturalists. “[They] said, ‘We want you to tell us what it
We were engineers. We were architects.”
should be,” Williams says. In its RFP, the state
asked design teams to visit the tribes at their
It would be an exaggeration to suggest that Wil- homes, but Williams thought it equally imporliams alone was responsible for the smoothness tant that the tribal representatives be on site as
of Iowa’s master plan process. Dozens of factors much as possible. She included money in her
were in play, including the two states’ disparate budget for representatives from the most closely
timelines, which gave the Iowa team an opportu- associated tribes to travel to Blood Run.
Williams, ASLA, is a landscape architect at Lunde
Williams and a member of the project team.) “And
she kept saying, ‘Well, that’s why we’re here. We’re
waiting to hear what you have to say.’ And it took
her probably half a day of saying that over and over
again before we were like, ‘Oh, you really want to
start from ground zero.’”

ABOVE

From left, Angie Teboe;
Dan Williams, ASLA; Lance
Foster; and Randy Teboe.
OPPOSITE

A view of the river
from Good Earth State
Park in South Dakota.
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“EVEN COMMONPLACE LANDSCAPES CAN HAVE
MYTHIC IMPORTANCE. BLOOD RUN IS SUCH A PLACE.”
—LANCE FOSTER, TRIBAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER

Over the next year, the Iowa team—which included Iowa’s state archaeologist, as well as the
archaeologist Dale Henning, who served as an
adviser to the tribes—formed a close bond, joking
and teasing one another. “It’s all about spending
time with someone, one to one,” Foster says.
“It’s not like a usual client situation. Spend a lot
of time with us, get to know us as a person, as
a friend, and we will find a way to make it work
together.” With Williams, “we all became a team,”
he says. “That’s how we saw ourselves.”
Iowa’s master plan, which covers some 3,880 acres,
including property beyond the current National
Historic Landmark boundary, calls for interpretative facilities, campgrounds, and a large bioreserve,
complete with a herd of bison. The main trail—
which currently cuts through the main mound
grouping and leads to one of Blood Run’s unique
pitted boulders, large chunks of Sioux quartzite covered in small, man-made divots—will be
moved to protect these resources. New, low-impact

secondary trails will be added, along with low platforms that will provide people enough height to
see the mounds but will not damage them. Where
trails cut through historic resources, they will
feature a different material as a visual reminder to
visitors that they are within a sensitive area. Some
places of spiritual or cultural significance will be
completely off-limits. Rather than draw attention to
them through interpretation, the state will protect
these areas by giving them wide berth.
Based on feedback from tribal representatives,
the Iowa team also realized that it needed a longrange interpretation and education plan alongside
the master plan. Iowa’s approach calls for interpretative facilities at every entrance to the park,
to inform visitors how to conduct themselves on
site and to provide occasions for reflection at the
conclusion of a visit. It was important to many of
the tribal representatives that the experience be
fluid, changing with the seasons, much like the
lives of those who lived at Blood Run.
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And then, of course, there is the need to stitch
the site back together. “Obviously, if this is going
to be a holistic place, there [need to be] ways to
get across the river,” Williams says. “[We] can’t
keep talking about South Dakota versus Iowa.”
The design team analyzed potential bridge locations, including the old railroad abutment,
which had a consistent grade on both sides and
a possible connection to a regional bike trail.
But some of the tribal representatives were horrified at the idea, Williams says, because the
railroad cut through one of the area’s most dense
concentrations of historic resources. “That was
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so huge for us to hear that,” Williams tells me.
Eventually, a footbridge was suggested north of
Iowa’s current entrance. “You need to have that
connection, but it needs to be pedestrian,” she
says. “No cars, no bikes.”
Despite the admittedly light hand Quinn Evans has employed, Williams says she has some
trepidation. In a place that is so treasured, any
intervention can feel intrusive. “There’s nothing
there yet,” she says. “And yet all we can do is ruin
it. That’s the fear of creating this thing.”

W

ILLIAMS has devoted
her career to cultural
landscapes like Blood
Run, working with public clients
such as IDNR and the National
Park Service (NPS). “And that is
where I belong,” she tells me. “I
have this really insatiable desire
to try to make things right with
these places that are so special and that I feel like
keep getting lost.” But exactly what it means to
“make things right” has shifted for Williams over
the years. Through projects like Blood Run, she’s
gained a newfound appreciation for indigenous
knowledge—and also seen it dismissed by government officials and even other designers. She’s been
forced to confront her own ignorance and challenge
business-as-usual approaches to “stakeholder engagement.” And she’s had to accept that, as a design
professional, her rights extend only so far when it
comes to a tribe’s particular beliefs and practices.
“One of the points that I talk about is not asking for

information,” she says. “Not ‘What is important?’
but ‘How do we protect what is important?’”
Recently, Williams has begun writing and speaking
about her work, and she’s developed a checklist
for landscape architects. Number one: Investigate
whether or not a tribe was ever associated with a
site. The answer may appear obvious, she says,
but many tribes were forced from their homes,
relocated to unclaimed territory. Tribes whose reservations today are in Kansas or Nebraska often
maintain deep ties to lands hundreds of miles away.
At Blood Run, associated tribes live as far away as
Perkins, Oklahoma, 600 miles to the south.
Number two: Include tribal engagement in the
project scope, even if just as an optional service.
(When Williams has done so, the client has always
added it in, she says.) Number three: Deal only with
a formal representative who is authorized to speak
on behalf of the tribe. This third point has been
made simpler by the creation of the THPO (often

ABOVE

Marisa Cummings
(left), an Omaha tribe
member, near the
remains of an old
springhouse.
OPPOSITE

Several structures
remain on site, visible
from the existing path.
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pronounced “tippo”) role. Following centuries of
disenfranchisement, in 1992, an amendment to
the National Historic Preservation Act created the
THPO program. Besides giving government agencies an official point of contact, a tribe’s THPO
gained the authority to make preservation decisions
on tribal lands, previously the jurisdiction of the
state historic preservation officer. In 1996, with
$958,500 from the National Historic Preservation
Fund, 12 tribes hired their first THPOs. Today
there are 171.
Federal funding has gone toward not just hiring
but training the THPOs. This has opened up new
professional opportunities for tribe members and
provided a firmer foundation regarding the legal
ins and outs of legislation like NAGPRA. Though
the program has its shortcomings (a shrinking
pot of money among them), THPOs have become
crucial liaisons to both sides, translating their
tribes’ protocols for the project team and the planning jargon for the tribal council.

“The good thing about having a THPO is that
you usually encounter somebody who at least has
some training, some awareness not only of culture
and the law, but is also usually educated and willing to engage with the outside world,” Foster says.
Williams also advises her clients to build longterm relationships with tribal representatives, because questions that weren’t considered inevitably
arise, and tribes should be involved. “There will be
decisions about, ‘Can people come here and have
a dog show? Is that offensive or not?’” she says.
Williams explained her philosophy as we trekked
to the top of Effigy Mounds National Monument
south of Harpers Ferry, Iowa, some 300 miles
east of Blood Run. Williams completed a cultural landscape report for Effigy Mounds, which
encompasses 2,500 acres along the Mississippi
River, around the same time as she developed
the master plan for Blood Run and worked with
many of the same THPOs.

ABOVE

Trained as a landscape
architect, Lance Foster
has consulted with
South Dakota and Iowa.
OPPOSITE

Iowa’s master plan
calls for a footbridge
crossing over
Blood Run.
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“THIS IS WAY BEYOND THE PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE.
THIS IS ABOUT SENSE OF PLACE AS A PART OF
THE SCIENCE OF HOW WE DESIGN PLACES.”
—BRENDA WILLIAMS, ASLA

Effigy Mounds provides a glimpse into Blood Run’s
future. The mounds that give the place its name—
massive earthen structures, some more than 200 feet
long, formed into the shapes of bears and birds—
are easy to make out, thanks to a landscape treatment that provides contrast. Herbaceous plants are
being encouraged atop the mounds, which will be
burned on rotation, and grass around the mounds
is mowed short to exaggerate the relief. Williams
is recommending similar practices at Blood Run.

ABOVE

Randy Teboe with
his son. The first time
Teboe visited Blood Run,
he says, he felt a deep
spiritual connection
to the place.

Effigy Mounds is also a testing ground for how to
turn the management of cultural resources over
to associated tribes, for whom the how is often
as important as the what. At Effigy Mounds, for
instance, certain trees need to be removed for the
sake of the mounds, which can be damaged by
falling limbs. But how those trees are cut down
and hauled away is consequential, Williams says,
because the trees are sacred too. Currently, protocols have been established to ensure sensitivity,
but the hope is that these decisions will eventually
be placed in the hands of the tribes—something
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Williams says could happen soon. The master
plan for Blood Run recommends that IDNR do
something similar where appropriate.
Working in these places has deepened Williams’s
appreciation for just how personal they are. Albert
LeBeau, the cultural resources manager at Effigy
Mounds, is an archaeologist and member of the
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe. He’s been part of
an effort to improve relations between tribes and
entities such as NPS and worked with Williams
on the cultural landscape report. Growing up, he
tells Williams and me, he attended a reservation
school outside Missoula, Montana, where he felt
“brainwashed” by history books that referred to
indigenous people as “savages.” He became an
archaeologist to protect his ancestors, whose bones
continue to be desecrated. “When you go out on an
island in the Missouri River, and you stop counting
skulls at one hundred—when you see the skeleton
of a baby, whose femurs have been removed and
placed next to them in a skull-and-crossbones
fashion—that’s why I do it,” he says.

PROPOSED PRIMARY BRIDGE CROSSING

PROPOSED SECONDARY BRIDGE CROSSING
N

BELOW

The design team
analyzed potential
locations for river
crossings.

The area of the
proposed primary
crossing, looking
east toward Iowa.
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LEFT

Jim Henning, the
park manager for
South Dakota’s Good
Earth State Park.
RIGHT

Brenda Williams
with South Dakota’s
Doug Hofer and
Iowa’s Todd Coffelt.
OPPOSITE

Spring growth at
South Dakota’s Good
Earth State Park.

A similar mission motivates Randy Teboe, who
consulted at Blood Run on behalf of the Ponca
and is now the cultural preservation director and
THPO for the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska. Teboe grew up in Nebraska in the foster care system,
starved for a connection to his culture, he says.
Eventually, he got a job with his tribe and soon
after became the THPO. He first visited Blood Run
several years ago, and immediately felt a personal
connection. “I was out there by myself, and I could
hear drums and singing. I went to a different part
of the park, and I could smell food cooking. I know
that’s some kind of Jedi stuff. But that’s the feeling
that I got.” The way he understands it now is that
his ancestors wanted him to grasp Blood Run’s
importance. “They were speaking to me,” he says.
“They were trying to show me the way.”
Williams put it this way: “This is way beyond the
physical landscape. This is about sense of place as
a part of the science of how we design places. It is
not magic. It’s not weird spiritual hoo-ha.” It’s the
only chance these places have of surviving, she
says. If landscape architecture is to reckon with
climate change or any of the myriad issues facing
the planet, that effort “has to be informed by an
equal understanding of the importance of culture,”
she says. “American Indians, and the way they look
at the world, can help us understand that.”

I

N JANUARY 2016, Williams was hired by
South Dakota to assist the state in its engagement efforts as it developed the exhibits for its
visitor center. It was confirmation that Iowa’s approach had worked, and that others had taken
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notice. Doug Hofer, who recently retired as the director of
South Dakota Game, Fish, and
Parks, says Blood Run forced
the state to reevaluate its approach
to tribal consultation. “The state
has a greater appreciation for both
the skill and the passion that the
tribes have to interpret their history and their culture accurately,”
he says. “I think we’ve learned
that the input that we get really is
helpful to the final product. I’d go
so far as to say it’s essential.”
The arrival of Jim Henning, the park manager of
Good Earth State Park, also bodes well. Boyish and
naturally curious, Henning was hired in summer
2016, inheriting a more positive template for how
to work with tribal representatives. He sees in Williams someone to emulate. “She’s inspiring,” he
says. “Her being a part of the conversation helped
everybody. I think it helped Iowa, and I think it
helped South Dakota.” Henning’s supervisors have
encouraged him to visit the tribes on their homelands, and he recently spent a half day with the
Ponca in Nebraska. “They have [a] connection to
this place that I want to try to understand as best I
can in order to respect that story,” Henning says. “If
I’m not doing that, I shouldn’t be here, honestly.”
As for Iowa, the state is working to acquire the
parcels of highest priority, but it will likely take
years before the construction can begin. In the
interim, much of the site remains unprotected, in

the hands of private landowners. Still, many of those
I spoke with expressed hope that each of the entities
involved—the states, the tribes, the landowners—
would continue to find common ground.
This is, after all, the meaning of “good earth.” The
phrase comes from the Iowa word “MayanPi,” which
means “to make peace,” Foster tells me. “To cause
something to become good earth, that’s how we say
to make peace.” Though finding a name has been
controversial in itself, the goal, Foster says, was to
find one that anyone, indigenous or otherwise, could
say in their language. It was a gesture toward the
land’s shared ownership, giving each tribe and state
a way to claim a place that has been home for many.
It also can be seen as a wish for the future, when
Blood Run might once again be a place of peace.
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